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Abstract 
An acyclic graphoidal cover of a graph G is a collection $ of paths in G such that every 
path in $ has at least wo vertices, every vertex of G is an internal vertex of at most one path 
in ~/and every edge of G is in exactly one path in $. The minimum cardinality of an acyclic 
graphoidal cover of G is called the aeyclie graphoidal covering umber of G and is denoted 
by ~/a. A path partition of a graph G is a collection ~ of paths in G such that every edge 
of G is in exactly one path in ~.  The minimum cardinality of a path partition of G is called 
the path partition number of G and is denoted by lr. In this paper we determine ~/a and ~ for 
several classes of graphs and obtain a characterization f all graphs with A ~< 4 and ~/a = d -- 1. 
We also obtain a characterization f all graphs for which ~/a = ~. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved 
I. Introduction 
By a graph G=(V,E) we mean a finite undirected graph without loops or multiple 
edges. The order and size of G are denoted by p and q respectively. For graph theoretic 
terminology we refer to Harary [6]. All graphs considered in this paper are assumed 
to be connected and non-trivial. If P = (v0, vl, v2 . . . . .  vn) is a path or a cycle in a graph 
G, vl, v2,..., vn-l are called internal vertices of P. The concept of graphoidal cover 
was introduced by Acharya and Sampathkumar [3]. 
Definition 1.1. A graphoidal cover of a graph G is a collection ~b of (not necessarily 
open) paths in G satisfying the following conditions. 
(i) Every path in ~ has at least two vertices. 
(ii) Every vertex of G is an internal vertex of at most one path in ~. 
(iii) Every edge of G is in exactly one path in ~. 
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The minimum cardinality of a graphoidal cover of G is called the graphoidal covering 
number of G and is denoted by y(G). 
Acharya and Pumima Gupta [2] have recently introduced the concept of domination 
in graphoidal covers and to avoid confusion between domination umber and graphoidal 
covering number they used r/for graphoidal covering number and retained y for dom- 
ination number. Accordingly hereafter we denote the graphoidal covering number of 
G by r/(G) or simply r/ when there is no possibility of confusion. An elaborate re- 
view of the results in graphoidal covers and graphoidal graphs with several interesting 
applications and a large collection of unsolved problems is given in [4]. 
Pakkiam and Arumugam [9,10] determined the graphoidal covering number of sev- 
eral families of graphs: 
Theorem 1.2 (Pakkiam and Arumugarn [9,10]). Let T be a tree with n vertices of 
degree I. Then ~l(T)=n- I. 
Theorem 1.3 (Pakkiam and Arumugam [9,10]). Let G be a unicycle graph with n 
vertices of degree 1. Let C be the unique cycle of G and let m denote the number of 
vertices of degree greater than 2 on C. Then 
1 if m=0, 
if m = 1 and deg v=3 where 
tl(G ) = n + 1 v is the unique vertex of 
degree greater than 2 on C, 
n otherwise. 
Theorem 1.4 (Acharya [1]). For any graph G with 6/>3, q=q-p .  
Arumugam and Pakkiam [5] introduced the concept of isomorphism of graphoidal 
covers and investigated the structure of graphs in which any two minimum graphoidal 
covers are isomorphic and obtained the following 
Theorem 1.5 (Arumugam and Pakkiam [5]). A tree T has a unique minimum graph- 
oidal cover if and only if there exists at most one vertex v with deg v > 2 and the 
distance from v to all the pendant vertices of T are equal. 
Harary [7] introduced the path partition number of a graph G. 
Definition 1.6. A path partition of a graph G is a collection ~ of paths in G such 
that every edge of G is in exactly one path in ~. The minimum cardinality of a path 
partition of G is called the path partition number of G and is denoted by n. 
In this paper, we introduce the concept of acyclic graphoidal cover and acyclic 
graphoidal covering number r/a of a graph and determine the acyclic graphoidal cover- 
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ing number of several families of graphs; it is proved that for any graph G with ~ ~> 3, 
~ =q-p .  We also discuss the relationship between ?]a and path partition number t 
and prove that qa = zr if and only if A ~< 3. 
2. Acyelic graphoidal covers in a graph 
Let G=(V,E)  be a graph, ~O0 be a graphoidal cover of G and Z be a cycle of G 
appearing in ~bo. Then for any edge e of Z, the family ~bl =(~bo\{Z})U{Z-e}U{e} 
is again a graphoidal cover of G. Thus one can successively break up every cycle 
member of ~b0 into paths eventually ielding a graphoidal over ~k of G that has only 
path members. Hence, it is reasonable to conceive of an acyclic graphoidal cover and 
acyclic graphoidal covering number for any graph G. 
Definition 2.1. An acycBc graphoidal cover of G is a graphoidal cover ~b of G such 
that every element of ~ is a path in G. The minimum cardinality of an acyclic 
graphoidal cover of G is called the acyclic graphoidal covering number of G and 
is denoted by r/~(G) or qa. 
Remark 2.2. Since any acyclic graphoidal cover is a graphoidal cover, t/~<~/~. Fur- 
ther for a tree, r/= ~/a = n -1  where n is the number of vertices of degree 1, and 
q~(G) = IE(G)I if and only if G =/£2. 
Remark 2.3. For any acyclic graphoidal cover ~O of G, [~,1 >~A - 1 and hence ~la>~A - 1. 
Definition 2.4. Let ip be a collection of internally disjoint paths in G. A vertex of G 
is said to be in the interior of ~k if it is an internal vertex of some path in ~k. Any 
vertex which is not in the interior of q; is said to be in the exterior of ~O. 
Lemma 2.5. Let ~ be an acyclic graphoidal cover of G. Then =q-  P + t¢~ where 
t~ denotes the number of vertices exterior to ~b. 
Proof. Let 
Pc~ 
= ( i (P )+ l) 
Pc¢ 
= ~ i(P)+l~[ 
Pcq., 
-- p-t  + I '1. 
be any acyclic graphoidal cover of G. Then 
IE(P)I 
(Here i(P) denotes the number of internal vertices of P.) 
Hence ]~9[ =q-  p + t¢. [] 
Corollary 2.6. For any graph G, qa >~q-P. Moreover, the following are equivalent. 
(i) r/a =q-  p. 
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(ii) There ex&ts an acyclic graphoidal cover ~b without any exterior po&ts. 
(iii) There exists a set of internally disjoint and edge disjoint paths without any 
exterior points. (From such a set of paths required acyclic graphoidal cover 
can be got by adding the edges which are not covered by paths of this set. ) 
Proposition 2.7. Let G be a unicyclic graph with n pendant vertices. Let C be the 
unique cycle in G. Let m be the number of vertices of degree greater than 2 on C. 
Then 
2 if m=0, 
~a(G)= n+ l if m=l,  
n otherwise. 
Proof. (i) m=0. Then G=C and qa(G)=2. 
(ii) m= 1. Let v be the unique vertex of degree greater than 2 on C. Let e=uv be 
an edge on C incident at v. Then G-e  is a tree with n + 1 pendant vertices and hence 
qa(G-e)=n. Let ~kl be a minimum acyclic graphoidal cover of G-e.  Then ~bl U{P} 
where P is a path of length 1 consisting of the edge e is an acyclic graphoidal cover 
of G so that qa(G)<,n -q- 1. Further for any acyclic graphoidal cover ff of G, all the 
n pendant vertices and at least one vertex on C are exterior points. Hence tq,/> n + 1 
and by Lemma 2.5, qa(G)>>.n + 1 so that qa(G)=n + 1. 
(iii) m > 1. Let v, w be vertices of degree greater than 2 on C such that all vertices 
in a (v, w)-section of C other than v, w have degree 2. Let P denote this (v, w)-section. 
If P has length 1, let G1 =G-e  where e is the edge vw. Otherwise let GI be the 
subgraph obtained by deleting all the internal vertices of P. Clearly GI is a tree with 
n pendant vertices and hence q~(Gl )=n-1 .  If ~bl is a minimum acyclic graphoidal 
cover of G1, then ~bl t0{P} is an acyclic graphoidal cover of G and hence q~(G)<~n. 
Since G has n pendant vertices, t~>>.n so that r/~(G)--n. [] 
Corollary 2.8. Let G be as in Proposition 2.7. Then tla(G)=q(G ) if and only if m= 1 
and deg v = 3 where v is the unique vertex of degree greater than 2 on C or m > 1. 
Proof. Follows from Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 1.3. [] 
Theorem 2.9. For a graph G with 6 >~ 3, r/a = q -p .  
Proof. For a collection ~k of paths, let V(ff)= UPE~ V(P). Now let ~b be a maximum 
collection of edge-disjoint and internally disjoint paths with at least two vertices uch 
that all vertices in V(~k) are interior to ¢. (To see that such a collection exists, it 
suffices simply to let ff = 0.) In view of Corollary 2.6, we have only to show that 
V(~k): V(G). 
Suppose that V(~k)~ V(G). Let P - - (u  l, u2 . . . . .  un) be a longest path such that P is 
edge-disjoint and internally disjoint from every path in ~b. If possible, we choose P so 
that ul or un has degree ~>4. If Ul,Un E V(~), then ~Oto{P} yields a contradiction to the 
maximality of ft. Thus, Ul or un lies outside V(~O). We may assume that ul ~ V(~k). Then 
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by the maximality of P, all neighbours of Ul are on P. Let ui, u jCNc(u l )  (2#i#j#2) .  
If un E V($),  then ~ t3 {P, (ui, u l, u j )} contradicts the maximality of ~. Thus u~ 9~ V(~b) 
and hence all neighbours of un are on P. Let uk, u~CNc(u~) (n - l#k#s#n-1) .  If 
possible, we choose ui, uj, uk, us so that 
u,f [{ui ,u j} or ulf[{uk, u~}. (1) 
If (1) holds ~U{P,(ui ,  ul,uj),(uk, u,,u~)} contradicts the maximality of ~k. Thus (1) 
does not hold. By our choice of ui, u-i, uk, Us, this means that 
deg Ul = deg u, = 3. (2) 
We may assume ui=un and uk=ul. If uj#us, ~t_J{P,(u-i, ul,u,,,Us)} contradicts the 
maximality of gr. Thus uj =u~. But then the path (u i, uj_ 1 . . . . .  ul, u,,, un_ 1 . . . . .  u-i+l ) is 
edge-disjoint and internally disjoint from every path in ff and has the same length as P 
and deg uj >_-4. In view of (2), this contradicts our choice of P and this contradiction 
completes the proof. [] 
Corollary 2.10. For any 9raph G with 6>/3, r/a=q. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 2.9 and Theorem 1.4. [] 
Corollary 2.11. (i) r la (g2 ,n)=n - 1 if n>~3 and (ii) r la (Km, , )=mn-m-n  if m, n> 2. 
Proof. (i) can be easily proved by induction on n and (ii) follows from 
Theorem 2.9. [] 
Corollary 2.12. Let G be a hamiltonian #raph with Hamilton cycle C = (vl, v2 . . . . .  
vp, vl ). Then 
q-p+2 if degv i=2for  al l i ,  
qa(G) = q -p  + 1 if all the chords of  C are incident at a vertex, 
q - p otherwise. 
It follows from Corollary 2.10 that for 6 >/3, r/= ~/a. The characterization f all graphs 
for which r/= ~/a is an open problem. 
For any two graphs G and H, G x H denotes the cartesian product or simply the 
product of G and H [6, p. 22]. 
Remark 2.13. tl(Pm xPn)=qa(Pm xPn) for all m>~2 and for all n~>3 where Pn denotes 
the path with n vertices. 
We now proceed to characterize the class of graphs for which r/a = A - 1. We observe 
that if G is a connected graph with A=2, then qa(G)=A-  1 if and only if G is a 
path. Hence we assume that A >t 3. 
Remark 2.14. Let G be a tree with A~>3. Then ~la(G)=d-1  if and only if G has 
exactly one vertex v with degv=d and degw= 1 or 2 for all vertices w#v.  
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Gt G2 G~ 
G4 G5 G6 
Fig. 1. 
Lemma 2.15. Let n denote the number of vertices of  degree A. I f  rla =A-  1, then 
n<~2(A - 1)/(A -2 ) .  
Proof. Let ff be a minimum acyclic graphoidal cover of G so that I~kl = A - 1. Since 
each vertex of degree A appears as an external vertex in a path of ~k at least A - 2 times 
and the total number of external vertices is at most 2(A-1 ), we have n(A-2)  ~< 2(A- I  ). 
Hence n<<.2(A-1)/(A-2). [] 
Lemma 2.16. Let G be a connected graph which is not a tree and let A=3. Then 
~la = A - 1 if  and only if G is homeomorphic to any one of the graphs G1, G2, G3, G4, 
G5 or G6 given in Fig. 1. 
Proof. Let G be a connected graph with A = 3 and r/a = A - 1. Let n denote the number 
of vertices of degree A in G. It follows from Lemma 2.15 that n~<4. 
By examining all possible configurations of P1 and P2 where {P1, P2 } is a minimum 
acyclic graphoidal cover, it can be seen that G is homeomorphic to one of the graphs 
given in Fig. 1. 
To prove the next part, we observe that if G and H are homeomorphic, then 
~/a(G)=~/a(H). Now since r/a(Gi)=2 for all i=  1,2 . . . . .  6, the result follows. [] 
Lemma 2.17. Let G be a connected 9raph which is not a tree and let A = 4. Then 
rla = A - 1 if and only if G is homeomorphic to one of the 9raphs Gi, 1 <~ i ~ 29, 
displayed in Fig. 2. 
Proof. Let G be a connected graph which is not a tree and for which A = 4. By 
examining all possible configurations of P1, P2 and P3 where {PbP2,P3} is a minimum 
acyclic graphoidal cover of G, it can be seen that G is homeomorphic to one of 
the graphs given in Fig. 2. To prove the other part, we observe that if G and H 
are homeomorphic, then qa(G)=qa(H). Now since ~la(Gi)=3 and d(Gi )=4 for all 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  29, the result follows. [] 
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GI G2 Gj G4 G5 
G~ G7 Gs G9 Gio 
Gu G12 Gij Gi4 GIs 
G ~6 G 17 G lu G J9 G,o 
G,t Gn G2j G 24 G2s 
Gu G27 G2s G29 
Fig. 2. 
Definition 2.18. Two acyclic graphoidal covers ~1 and ~b2 of a graph G are said to 
be isomorphic if there exists an automorphism ~ of G such that if2 = {ct(P) I P E ~bl }. 
G is said to have a unique minimum acyclic #raphoidal cover if any two minimum 
acyclic graphoidal covers of G are isomorphic. 
Remark 2.19. A tree T has a unique minimum acyclic graphoidal cover if and only 
if there exists at most one vertex v with deg v > 2 and all the pendant vertices are at 
the same distance from v. 
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Remark 2.20. Using an argument similar to the one given for proving Proposition 2.7, 
it can be proved that a unicyclic graph G has a unique minimum acyclic graphoidal 
cover if and only if G = C3. 
3. Path partition and path partition number of a graph 
The concept of path partition and path partition umber r of a graph was introduced 
by Harary [7]. Since every acyclic graphoidal cover is a path partition we have lr ~< r/a. 
In the following theorem we characterize the class of graphs for which r/~ = rc and 
deduce as a corollary one of the theorems proved by Stanton et al. [11]. 
Theorem 3.1. qa = rc if and only if A <~ 3. 
Proof. If A ~<3, then every path partition is an acyclic graphoidal cover of G and 
hence r/a = re. Now suppose A/>4. Let v be any vertex with deg v = A. Let ~k be a 
minimum acyclic graphoidal cover of G such that v is interior to ~k. Let PI,P2,P3 be 
paths in ~k such that v is an internal vertex of P1 and v is an end vertex of both P2 
and P3. Let H = (E(P1 U P2 U P3)). Then H is homeomorphic to one of the graphs Gi, 
i=  1,2 . . . . .  29 of Fig. 2. Since zr(Gi)=2 for all i= 1,2 . . . . .  29, rr(G)<r/a(G) which is 
a contradiction. [] 
Corollary 3.2 (Stanton et al. [11]). For any 3-regular graph rr = p/2. 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 3.1 and 2.9. [] 
Lemma 3.3. Let ~k be any path partition of G. Then 
k 
[~k[= ~ + E -i¢, 
vE V(G) 
where k is the number of odd vertices of G and i~ = ~-]p~¢ i(P). (For any real x, [xJ 
denotes the greatest integer <~x). 
Proof. Let ~b be any path partition of G. For any vertex v, let i(v) denote the number 
of paths in ~ having v as an internal vertex. Then 
21~k[ = the number of external positions of ~, 
deg v is even 
degv is odd 
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Hence, 
Iq, I = k 
oEV(G) 
:~+ ~ -iq,. 
vEV(G) 
Corollary 3.4. For any graph G, n>~k/2. Moreover the followin9 are equivalent. 
(i) n=k/2 
(ii) There exists a path partition qJ of G such that i(v)= [deg v/2] for every 
vertex v. 
Now we deduce two results proved by Stanton et al. [11] from Corollary 3.4. 
Corollary 3.5 (Stanton et al. [11]). rt(K2,):n. 
Proof. Since K2n has a decomposition i to n Hamilton paths [8, p. 39] rt(K2n)<~n. 
Also by Corollary 3.4, ~z(K2n) >~ n and hence n(K2,) = n. [] 
Corollary 3.6 (Stanton et al. [11]). For any tree T, rc=k/2. 
Proof, Clearly T has a path partition qJ with i(v)= [deg v/2J for every vertex v in T 
and hence rt = k/2. [] 
Proposition 3.7. Let G be a unicyclic 9raph with unique cycle C Let m denote the 
number of vertices of degree greater than 2 on C. Let k denote the number of odd 
vertices of G. Then 
2 /f m=0,  
n (G)= (k+2) /2  tf m---l, 
[, k/2 otherwise. 
Proof. If m = 0, then G = C and hence ~ = 2. Suppose m -- 1. Let e = uv be an edge 
on C such that deg u = 2 = deg v. Then G~ = G - e is a tree with k + 2 odd vertices 
and hence by Corollary 3.6, n(G1 )= (k + 2)/2. Let ~k be a minimum path partition of 
G1 such that u and v are terminal vertices of two different paths in ~b. By attaching 
e as an end edge of one of these two paths, we obtain a path partition ~01 of G and 
I~l[ = I~] = (k + 2)/2 and hence 7z(G)<~(k + 2)/2. Further for any path partition ~ all 
the k odd vertices and at least one vertex on C are terminal vertices of paths in ~b and 
hence ~(G)>~(k +2)/2.  Thus r~(G)--(k +2)/2. 
Suppose m > 1. Obviously re(G)i> k/2. Let v and w be vertices of degree greater than 
2 on C such that all vertices in a (v, w)-section of C other than v and w have degree 2. 
Let P denote this (v,w)-section. If P has length 1 let G1 = G-  e where e is the 
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edge vw. Otherwise let G1 be the subgraph obtained by deleting all internal vertices 
of  P. 
Case (i). degv and degw are even. Then G1 is a tree with k + 2 odd vertices 
and hence re(G1 ) = (k + 2)/2. Let ff be a minimum path partition of Gl such that v 
and w are terminal vertices of two distinct paths P1 and P2 which are edge-disjoint 
from C - P. Let Q be the path consisting of  all the edges of  P1,P and P2. Now 
~k\({PI,P2} U {Q}) is a path partition of  G with cardinality k/2 so that rt=k/2. 
Case (ii). deg v is even and deg w is odd. Then G1 is a tree with k odd vertices and 
hence rr(G1)= k/2. Let ~b be a minimum path partition of  G1 such that v is an end 
vertex of  PI which is edge-disjoint from C\P.  Replacing P1 by the path consisting of  
all edges of  P1 and P, we obtain a path partition of G with cardinality k/2 and hence 
re(G) = k/2. 
Case (iii). degv and degw are odd. Then G1 is a tree with k -  2 odd vertices and 
hence n(Gl) = (k - 2)/2. Let ~k be a minimum path partition of  G1. Then ~, U {P} is 
a path partition of G with cardinality k/2 and hence re(G)= k/2. [] 
We observe that for any graph G, n(G)I> rA/21. Further for a tree T, rc = FA/2] if 
and only if T has at most one vertex v with deg v ~> 3. 
Corollary 3.8. Let G be a unicyclic graph with unique cycle C. Let m denote the 
number o f  vertices o f  degree greater than 2 on C. Then ~z = [A/2] /f  and only i f  
m <~ 2, any vertex not n C has degree 1 or 2 and when m = 2, there exists a vertex 
v on Cwi th  degv=3 or 4. 
We conclude with the following unsolved problems: 
Characterize the class of  graphs for which 
(i) r/--r/a, 
(ii) r/a = A - 1, 
(iii) r /a=q - p, 
( iv)  ~z= [A/2]. 
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